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2 RECREATION & AQUATIC CENTRE
SUMMARY
The Aquatic Centre had a reasonable 2015� Financially we 
were 7�7% over 2014, not quite as high as we’d like but still a 
reasonable result� Swim school (12�2% improvement) and 
lane hire (19�7% improvement) have remained strong for 
us with good numbers for Aquajogging, Swim for Fitness, 
junior and senior water polo and schools programs� Visit 
numbers have increased by almost 13�9% from last year, 
which can be attributed to less disruptions to parking 
as building projects are completed and more patrons 
become aware of the parking restrictions and change their 
swimming habits to allow for that� URAC Sports Hub 
parking is at capacity in peak times, and the inability to 
find a parking space is still the most frequently reported 
complaint we receive�
FINANCE
The table below outlines the Aquatic Centre’s income 
performance over the last 12 months compared to the 
previous seven years� Income is generally trending upwards� 
Wages costs grew by 3�3% over the previous year and have 
grown by 50% over the 8 years� All efforts are being made 
to control wages costs� Over the 8 year period we have seen 
a 42% growth in income directly attributable to the pool� 
Swim school (258% increase) has been the real star over the 
last 8 years� Entry income has remained quite stagnant over 
the period even though visits have increased by 84%� Fitness 
activities income is falling as we bundle swim for fitness and 
aquajogging in with gold and team training memberships 
to help make them a more attractive purchasing option� 
This doesn’t include the component of the membership 
passes which would normally accrue from pool users� This 
trend away from casual visit use to memberships is being 
shown centre wide� An operational subsidy for the pool is 
an unfortunate reality for an outdoor heated facility such 
as ours, but we strive to minimise this through best practice 
management�
AQUATICS
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AQUATIC PROGRAMS
Learn to Swim
Throughout the course of 2015, UOW Swim School 
has taught a total of 2,579 participants in the Learn to 
Swim programs, of which 178 of these were adults (all 
international students)� The number of participants has 
increased from 2014� The main reasons for the income 
increases are:
• Increase in Term bookings in Term 2 and Term 3 with the 
“Autumn” promotion and merchandise promotions�
• Maintaining a high standard of instructor, and low 
student to instructor ratios�
• 100 adults booked in free, thanks to RLSSA adult LTS 
promotion funding�
• Increased positive word of mouth from users�
• Increased retention rates across all programs, from Term 
to Term�
• Extra day per week of classes added due to increased 
demand�
• BUPA provided funding at 50% for international students 
for a subsidised five-week block of lessons� We were 
allocated 50 spaces and all spaces were filled, as well as 
additional customers enrolling for the normal Term 2 
program
The graph below shows the total number of enrolments per 
Term, from 2012 to present� 
Throughout 2015, UOW Swim School generated a total of 
$189,090, an increase of $20,568 on 2014 figures� This 12% 
increase can be attributed to:
• An increase on fees from 2014�
• An increase in total numbers of lessons provided�
• Maintenance of high efficiency (class capacity) standards
Swim For Fitness (SFF), Stroke Development,  
Water Polo and Underwater Hockey
These programs continue to have a very solid following� 
Thanks must go to Stuart Gadd, for championing this 
program, and also the efforts of the coaches Tara, Claire 
and Margaret� We have rationalised and rebranded the 
program, so we now have 8 classes per week, with a sensible 
progression pathway on offer for all levels and abilities� 
Some new, exciting innovations have been introduced with 
Stuart introducing underwater video analysis and private 
lessons for this group� Water Polo administration has been 
handed back to Illawarra water polo, and that has been a 
success and we have introduced a junior program also to be 
co-ordinated by the Illawarra water polo club� 
Fundraising
The “MS Mega Swim” 24 hr swimming event ran in early 
March, as a fundraiser for MS scholarships in the local area� 
It provides funding that allows sufferers the ability to access 
programs, or for improvements in study and assistance 
with normal activities of daily living� There were nearly 
120 participants and the event raised just over $33,000� 
We’ve looked at trying to change the dates to avoid other 
fundraising events, but there is an incredible amount of 
competition throughout the year� Figtree Lions Club did an 
incredible job providing all the logistic support for the event� 
A great effort from everyone involved ensured a fun event, 
despite the rain�
Pool party
The university pool party event was very successfully 
held again in “O” week, with a full house of 700 students 
attending� The combined UniCentre-URAC management 
of the event is improving each year, and now looks like 
becoming a traditional part of the “O” week calendar� 
It’s a great way to get new students to attend URAC and 
promoting our services as a whole�
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Aqua-jogging
We are running 6 classes per week upon request and demand 
requirements� The class following and participant loyalty 
is incredibly strong, with a very dedicated and social core 
of regulars� The Breast Cancer Survivors group has had 
its 11th year anniversary of operation this year in August� 
Bruce, Tegan, Annabelle and Pete have a lot of fun with these 
groups�
Schools
Our pool of staff instructors have been instrumental in 
providing quality programs for local schools� We continue to 
offer schools a variety of aquatic activities either self taught 
or we provide instructors and equipment� The provision 
of our instructors to run school programs seems to be 
increasing each year�
MAINTENANCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
We’ve had a UOW funded wheelchair lifter fitted to the 
pool in 2015, and it is being utilised very regularly, at least 
daily� A big bonus to our mobility impaired users and much 
appreciated addition to the pool facility�
This year’s focus has been to look at a new system of 
filtration and the new technology available is certainly a 
step ahead of our very dated sand filters (25 years old now)� 
The new regenerative precoat pressure filters are much 
more efficient at filtering pool water down to 1-2 microns 
and have large cost savings in terms of reduced water loss, 
and therefore water treatment (heat and treat savings 
of about $8/Kilolitre/pa)� The University has indicated 
that $600,000 may be available in 2016 to be allocated to 
this project so tenders will be called once this funding is 
approved� 
After the major refurbishment to the reception area and 
gym entry and front change rooms, the pool change areas 
are looking a little second rate so will be endeavouring to 
attract some capital from the University to also upgrade the 
pool change areas�
EXTERNAL LANE HIRE
Ron McKeon Swim Squad continues to be our main tenant� 
The relationship built up over many years has been mutually 
beneficial� Casual lane use to a wide range of other groups 
supplements casual swimmer income, and subsidises the 
costs to students and other members� 
2016 AND BEYOND
The URAC Sports Hub providing 128 parking spaces 
has helped rejuvenate many programs that had been 
rationalised due to the parking restrictions on campus� The 
vast improvement in visit numbers for swim school and the 
other programs have shown what effect parking availability 
has on our continued viability� The progression of new and 
innovative programs such as underwater video analysis and 
individual stroke classes and water polo juniors competition 
in 2016 will help our bottom line� 
Thanks to Assistant Aquatic Manager Stuart Gadd and the 
remainder of the URAC staff for their continuing support 
and assistance
Bruce Power 
Aquatics Manager
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In 2015 the University of Wollongong announced that they 
would be funding a $2 million refurbishment of URAC� 
Due for completion in February 2016, the refurbishment 
was designed to bring the URAC facilities to the standard of 
other buildings on campus� The project includes renovations 
to the centre lobby and reception area, an upgrade to the 
main change room facilities and the installation of a UOW 
Sporting Hall of Fame�  
URAC is to be further enhanced with the relocation of the 
Health Club entry stairs, air conditioning in the lobby, new 
look café and reception desk and an update of the décor and 
furnishings throughout the centre�
The works began in September 2015 and were scheduled for 
completion in February 2016� The majority of the disruptive 
public foyer work began after the university examination 
period in late November 2015� An awareness campaign 
was established to advise customers of the upcoming 
refurbishment works and project updates were provided 
throughout the project via emails and on the URAC website� 
Construction work commenced in September, 
beginning with the closure of the main change rooms for 
refurbishment� The extensive nature of the works presented 
a number of operational and communication challenges� 
URAC Management worked closely with the construction 
team to keep disruptions to a minimum and to ensure the 
safety of our members and guests however some negative 
feedback was received regarding the reduced convenience of 
access around the centre and the necessity to use the Oval 1 
change rooms for an extended period of time� 
MEMBERSHIPS
Memberships sales tracked fairly closely to the 2014 results 
until December when there was a significant decline from 
146 memberships sold in 2014 to only 83 in 2015� This can 
be attributed to the refurbishment works taking place in 
the centre� The lack of turnstile access the gym meant that 
customers could enter the gym without being alerted to the 
fact that their membership had expired and thus unwillingly 
accessing the facilities with an expired membership� 
The disruptive nature of the refurbishment may have 
also resulted in customers choosing not to renew their 
membership over the summer period and as a deterrent to 
new members signing up during this period� 
Students continue to make up the highest percentage 
of memberships with 65% of memberships sold in 2015 
purchased by students� 
7 Day Pass Promotion
7 Day Free Passes were distributed to students during 
autumn and spring session enrolment and O-Week 
activities� 985 passes were redeemed� This was a reasonable 
increase on redemption levels in 2014 where 815 vouchers 
were redeemed�
7 Day Free trials will continued to be used as a sales tool 
by the Membership Coordinator and Customer Services 
Officers to help convert membership enquiries in to sales� 
MARKETING
Excuse us
urac.com.au  I  facebook.com/UOW.URAC
URAC  Refurbishment Project
September 2015 - February 2016 
Project will include:
New central staircase
Change room upgrades
Installation of UOW Sporting 
Hall of Fame
New decor and furnishings
Additional lockers
Airconditioning in lobby
For information and updates 
about the project visit: 
urac.com.au 
while we change in front of you...
We are making some changes to
enhance your experience!
Artist Impression of refurbished foyer
Example of 
Collateral used 
in an awareness 
campaign
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MARKETING, MEDIA & 
COMMUNICATIONS
Social Media 
Instagram was introduced as a part of the URAC Social 
Media Strategy in 2015� Research indicated that there 
are already Instagram users tagging URAC and/or 
uploading photos at URAC� Photos of the UOW sport and 
fitness facilities were also a common occurrence on the 
#ThisIsUOW tag board� The account currently has 232 
followers� 
To cross promote our digital communications channels and 
to increase the exposure of URAC images and messages, 
a feed was set up on the URAC website home page so that 
photos posted to the URAC Facebook account will also 
display on the website� 
Participants in the 2015 UOW New You 90 Day Challenge 
were encouraged to post photos to Instagram of their New 
You journey with the hashtag #UOWNewYou with a prize 
awarded each week for the best photos� There was a fantastic 
response with over 200 photos tagged� Photos included 
selfies at the gym or out for a walk, healthy meals, yoga poses 
and workout stats� 
 
A selection of Instagram Photos from the UOW New You 90 
Day Challenge 2015.
e-Newletters and eDMs
E-newsletters and eDMS continue to be a key channel for 
communicating with URAC members and the wider campus 
community� Verbal feedback from members has indicated 
that recipients find the monthly newsletters informative 
and engaging�
There are currently over 12,000 contacts subscribed to the 
URAC newsletter database of which around 20% (2500) 
open the newsletter each month�
Merchandise
In 2015 a URAC branded sweat towel was launched� At 
the RRP of $10, these towels provide our members with an 
affordable option for a reusable gym towel if they forget to 
bring a towel from home� 
Swimming caps were also designed and sourced for the 
Swim School�  
In addition to the towels and swim caps we continue to stock 
a range of UOW branded clothing and fitness related items 
for sale at the reception desk� These items are sourced from 
the UniCerntre UniShop� 
Media Highlights
Media highlights for the year included:
• School Holiday Sports Camps were featured in the 
Illawarra Mercury�
• The Mega Swim received coverage in the local media�
• A media launch for the IMB When I Grow Up Campaign 
was hosted at the pool with Emma McKeon as the 
ambassador�
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Internships / Work Experience
In 2015 URAC provided a UOW marketing student with 
the opportunity to gain real life, on the job experience 
by completing a 16 day internship through the Faculty of 
Business Internship program� The intern primarily worked 
on administration and communications for the UOW New 
You 90 Day Challenge� 
CAMPUS ENGAGEMENT 
UOW Pool Party 
The third annual UOW Pool Party was a huge success with 
almost 800 students attending� The event utilised the 
tennis courts with the inclusion of an inflatable water slide 
and activities for non-swimmers� The event was run in 
conjunction with CSE with URAC contributing pool staff 
and facility hire (pool, rooms and tennis courts)� 
The Pool Party provides a wonderful opportunity to first 
year students to meet new people as well as exposing them 
to the sport and fitness facilities available on campus during 
their first week at university� 
 
New You Program
The second annual UOW New You 90 Day Challenge 
received an overwhelming positive response from staff, 
students and community members� Our target of 100 
participants was surpassed with 131 people registering for 
the challenge� 
• 23 Community Members 
• 31 UOW Staff Members 
• 77 UOW Students
There was an increase in the number of registrations from 
2014 where 180 people registered however this can be 
attributed to the generous membership discount that was 
offered as part of the 2014 program� This means that the 
2015 participants were genuine in their intention to take 
part in the program�  
Peoplecare returned as the major prize sponsor for the 
event, providing $2000 in prize money� The partnership 
with Peoplecare proved to be success for both parties with 
Peoplecare once again indicating that they interested in 
being involved with future sponsorship opportunities at 
URAC� 
Other businesses to be involved included South Coast 
Runners, LokaMo, Tao Nutrition and Clique Brothers�
 
Most Transformed Male: Daniel King
Most Transformed Female: Kate Kelly
Biggest Loser Team:  Sonia Bird & Milena Snoek Sonia and 
Milena lost a combined 11�45% of their body weight!
Most Inspirational New You Story: Cecilie Ree
When I signed up for this challenge, I didn’t really have a set 
goal that I was trying to reach. 
I was mostly sick of having back pains and feeling like an old 
woman every morning when I woke up.
I had also seen some before/after pictures from last year’s 
New You Challenge and decided that I wanted to give it a go 
and see how far I could go. It didn’t really take very long before 
I went from dreading to go to the gym, to looking forward to 
going and even feeling horribly guilty if I chose to slouch.
First I quit smoking after 16 years of inhaling roughly 10 
cancerous lung lollies a day.
Then roughly half way through I went to the MonsterClass 
and using my fitbit realized that my heart rate had become 
better than one of my instructors (thank you BodyCombat!). 
This gave me such a boost of confidence that I decided to head 
on over to the Sports Hub and try some boxing. I have never 
really enjoyed high intensity training and I was a bit nervous 
that it was going to be a “boys club” but that proved to not be 
the case at all! The trainers are awesome and most of the times 
there are other girls there too, all of them kicking ass! Even the 
boys are super nice and supportive!
During these 90 days I have quit a horrible habit and 
gained the confidence to try out some new things that would 
previously not even have crossed my mind!
Even if I didn’t shed the kilos I was hoping for or even if I don’t 
win anything, I still consider myself winning at my new life!
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Totally 90’s Fluoro Fitness Class
2015 saw the return of the‘Totally  90’s Fluoro Fitness Class’ 
– a 90’s inspired workout complete with disco lights and a 
DJ�  The event saw over 75 people fill the Sports Hall dressed 
in their best fluoro or 90s inspired workout wear� $120 was 
raised for Lifeline South Coast via gold coin donations from 
participants� Unfortunately wild, stormy weather kept 
people away from the event� 
The following businesses supported the event through the 
donation of prizes or refreshments: Wild One Beverages, 
Metro @ URAC, Pepe’s on the Beach, UniCentre, South 
Coast Runners�
Bupa Programs
In 2016 Bupa Health Insurance approached URAC to 
establish a number of funded and subsidised health and 
fitness programs on campus�
• Bupa subsidized 50 places in the Adult Learn to Swim 
Program� Bupa contributed $40 per person with students 
asked to pay $20 towards the program� Of allthe Bupa 
prorams, swimming lessons were the stand out success 
with all 50 places filled more than a week before the 
program was due to commence�
• URAC hosted three water and beach safety sessions for 
UOW College Students
• URAC ran eight introduction to fitness sessions for UOW 
College Students
• Bupa subsidized 35 x 5 visit passes for Women Only 
Group Exercise Classes
• Bupa purchased 100 vouchers for 1 hour of court hire� 
These vouchers were distributed to students by Bupa staff
In return for the program support, URAC provided 2 Week 
Free Trial vouchers for Bupa staff to distribute to students� 
88 vouchers were redeemed and at least 20 of these went on 
to purchase memberships�  
Monster Class
The 8th annual Monster Fitness Class was held in August to 
correspond with the Cancer Council’s Daffodil Day� Over 185 
people attended the Monster Class and $939 was raised for 
the Cancer Council NSW�
The following businesses supported the event through the 
donation of prizes or refreshments: Wild One Beverages, 
Metro @ URAC, Pepe’s on the Beach, UniCentre and South 
Coast Runners�  
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Play Free Sport
In 2015 URAC continued to partner with UOW Student Life 
and UOW Wellbeing to present a unified free sport program 
for students in the form of Play Free Sport� The Play Free 
Sport Facebook Page now has over 1,700 members and 
has proven to be a successful tool for communicating with 
students about changes to the Play Free Sport Program and 
about other sports on campus� Students regularly post to 
this page to organised meet ups with other students to play 
sport�
Ticket Sales for ICIS
Carrying on from a successful arrangement in 2014, URAC 
continued to sell tickets for the ICIS Trips� In 2015 URAC 
received over $1,000 commission� In addition, the ticket 
sales have brought a number of international students into 
the URAC facilitates who may not have come in otherwise� 
Community Involvement
URAC is proud to support the campus and wider 
Wollongong community through the donation of 
resources, be it labour, discounted facility hire, marketing 
opportunities, donation of gift vouchers or in-kind support� 
Groups and events URAC supported in 2015 included:
• International Women’s Day Illawarra
• MS 24 hour Mega Swim
• NSW Cancer Council
• Lifeline South Coast
• Illawarra Water Polo
• NSWIS
• Illawarra Academy of Sport (IAS)
• AIME
• University Basketball League (UBL)
• All Stars Rugby League Academy
• Activate Events: Splash N Dash Festival
• UOW faculties and units: UniCentre; CSE; Student Life; 
UOW Wellbeing; Well at Work; UOW Library; Kids Uni; 
Careers Central; Faculty of Science, Medicine & Health; 
Faculty of law Humanities and the Arts; Faculty of Social 
Science;  Admin Staff Conference,  In2Uni�
URAC was a major sponsor for the 2016 Kids Uni Walkathon 
for KidzWish� URAC donated the use of Oval 2 and the 
Hockey Turf for the event� Over $11,800 was raised for local 
charity KidzWish�  
NSW Police Games
2015 saw the NSW Police Games come to Wollongong for the 
first time for over a decade� URAC was selected as the venue 
for the hockey, football, table tennis, mixed basketball and 
swimming�
Feedback from the organisers regarding URAC facilities and 
staff was overwhelming positive� The NSW Police Games 
will be returning to Wollongong in 2017� The organisers 
have indicated that they will be holding as many sports as 
possible at URAC over the opening weekend of the event�
Customer Satisfaction Survey
The 2015 URAC Customer Satisfaction Survey was 
conducted via Survey Monkey and was open from Monday 
5th October to Sunday 18th October  Respondents were 
given the opportunity to enter a prize draw on completion of 
the survey� 
Participation: Of the 473 people who completed the survey 
46�93% described themselves as UOW Students (163 
Domestic Students & 59 International Students), 26�43% 
(125) described themselves as UOW Staff and 26�64%  
(126) of respondents described themselves as Community 
Members� 
Staff: An impressive 94�82% of respondents selected ‘good’ 
(41�97%) or ‘excellent’ (52�85%) as their overall impression 
of URAC staff� Only 3�63% (14) of respondents gave staff a 
ranking of average and 1�56% (6) of respondents gave staff a 
ranking below average (poor or bad)� The overall impression 
of staff is slightly lower than the 2014 survey results  in 
which 95�14% of respondents ranked staff as either ‘good’ 
(39�73%) or ‘excellent’ (55�41%)�
An overwhelming majority of respondents (94�81%) 
indicated that they were satisfied with URAC overall, with 
27�53% ‘extremely satisfied’ and ’52�47% ‘quite satisfied’ 
and 14�81% ‘somewhat satisfied’�  A total of 2�08% (8) of 
respondents registered a level of dissatisfaction with URAC� 
These results are a very slight drop on 2014 where 95�73% 
of respondents indicated they were satisfied with URAC 
overall�
Tess Filippi 
Marketing & Business Development Manager
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INTRODUCTION
The sports programs team manages the hockey surface, the 
tennis courts, the facilitation of sport-based programs, court 
hire and school sport programs at the Sports Hub� 2015 was 
an overall income improvement on 2014 with increased 
usage on both the tennis courts and hockey surface pleasing 
but with some minor shortcomings in the school holiday 
program and boxing program, which had both been in a 
growth trend until this year�
Income combined for Sports Programs in 2015 was $490,701 
an overall improvement on the previous year of $11,401 
(2�38%) (tabled)�
TENNIS COURTS
Tennis courts for the first time in four years exceeded 
budget and previous year’s income�
External tennis coaching was trialled once again for the 
first part of 2015 which was hoped would generate interest, 
unfortunately consistency of coaching and coach availability 
failed to get this option off the ground� The formation of a 
UOW Tennis Club did contribute strongly to court usage and 
it is hoped to build on this for the future�
Income for this facility in 2015 was $20,701 which was 
an increase of $4,980 (31�7%) on 2014 (tabled in sports 
programs cost centre income)�
HOCKEY TURF
The Hockey Surface was again well utilised throughout 2015 
both for hockey training and district matches and as a wet 
weather venue for various other sports, from Rugby League 
to Baseball the surface provided a valuable attraction for the 
regions sporting teams�
Income for this facility was $32,893 which was up $5,570 
(17�3%) on 2014 (tabled in cost centre income)�
PROGRAMS
2015 was a big year for facilitated programs with an increase 
in overall income despite top performing programs (sports 
camps and boxing) underperforming� Sports camps 
numbers were down by 200 visits on 2014 due mainly to 
oppressive heat throughout January, when temperatures 
averaged 38˚and were not ideal for repeat visits� 
Income for programs was $128,772, an increase of $28,678 
(28�6%) on 2014 (tabled in cost centre income)�
SPORTS HUB
2015 was an incredibly busy year for the  Sports Hub, with 
parking proving an added bonus for the hirer and student 
alike and the indoor surface accommodating exams, science 
fairs, roller derby training and bouts, basketball, hockey, 
volleyball, netball, soccer, school sport, group exercise and 
as a wet weather contingency for outdoor sporting clubs and 
sides�
Income for the Sports Hub for 2015 was $308,335 a 
reporting decrease of $27,839 (8�3%) on 2014 (tabled in cost 
centre income)� 
Sports Hub Usage:
Users of the facility included:
Wollongong City Netball, AFL NSW / ACT, TIGS, Holy 
Spirit HS, Edmund Rice, MET Darkes Forrest, Keiraville PS, 
Smiths Hill HS, Keira HS, St� Mary’s HS, Warilla HS, FCBC 
Futsal, Disability Trust, Wollongong Roller Derby, South 
Coast Wolves, Football South Coast, Illawarra NSW Cup, 
AIME, UBL, UOW College, Dragons NRL, NSW Wheelchair 
RL, ARU
Major Events included:
University Exams, Roller Derby Bouts, Red Bull Paper Plane 
Challenge, Triple Bull Jui Jitsu tournament, Careers Fair, 
Science Fair, SECTE event�
Weekly Competitions:
Netball, Basketball & Futsal
Student Play Free Sport
Student Facility Free Time
SPORTS PROGRAMS
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SPORTS CAMPS
Sports Camps had been growing steadily over the years and 
had exceeded 2,000 child/days for the last two years (2013 
& 2014), however 2015 missed out by 163 visits for a total of 
1,837 visits at a daily average of 42�75� A slower (and hotter) 
January (the lowest in recent history) was the catalyst for 
this less than desirable showing�
The Sports Camp program is a great concept that introduces 
children to active play with a game sense approach to most 
major sports� This program relies heavily on casual UOW 
student staff to operate and gives staff experience with 
teaching, coaching and working with children�
BOXING PROGRAM
The boxing program was underutilised in 2015, with a 
view to upskilling staff, 2015 was a rebuilding year and the 
class programs will be added to the new Team Training 
memberships and group exercise time table�
Group classes, team training, school group sport and private 
sessions were all offered, utilising the fantastic facilities on 
offer upstairs at the Sports Hub
Income for the Boxing Program for 2015 was $23,636 a 
decrease on 2014 of $6,224 (20�8%) on 2014�
Lee Murray 
Sports Programs Manager
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Facilities Total Income: 2012–2015
2012 2013 2014 2015
$221,075 $238,111 $236,572 $252,150
Activity levels and revenue for URAC facilities increased 
in 2015 over previous years� Occupancy increased in 
Room Hire, and other bookings, with the Squash Courts 
the highest income earner consistently� 2015 remained 
similar to 2014 in regard to occupancy or usage patterns 
and volumes in the Sports Hall and Ovals� The inclement 
weather had an impact on income with only a slight 2% 
increase from 2014� Strategies set out for 2015 to increase 
the revenue of squash courts produced a 20% rise, and room 
hire to internal and external hirers grew 23%�
 
In 2015 one of our major users was the School of Education, 
averaging in excess of 25 hours per week, with a majority 
of that time being for the Sports Hall, ovals and room hire� 
Whilst the large volume of use resulted in some operational 
challenges, these were either avoided or resolved through 
effective communication between URAC management and 
the Education Staff� 
URAC was able to maintain many relationships with our 
internal and external hirers in our multipurpose rooms� 
The Sports Lounge was utilised each night with 25% of 
the income from dance, martial arts and weekend courses 
provided by the groups below:
Illawarra Academy of Sport
Groove Central Dance
Hapkeido
VPA Studios - Dance
Royal Lifesaving Society
The Disability Trust
Nachle Dance School – Bollywood dance
NRL All Stars Clinic
Wests Illawarra Aquatic Swim Club
Due to the volume of use from several clubs on our ovals, 
URAC, in conjunction with UOW Landscape staff, tried to 
manage the delicate balance between maximising the usage 
for our sporting clubs whilst still maintaining a quality 
playing surface that is safe for all our users and in keeping 
with the University’s surrounds� Inclement weather and 
ovals closure was an issue that continued to be a problem for 
teams using our ovals for training and competition� 
STAFFING
2015 plans to utilise our permanent staff over the majority of 
operating hours proved successful, saving 16% on our wages 
budget� This has provided us the reassurance of having a 
permanent staff member available at the Reception Desk for 
the majority of our operating hours� This allows our regular 
group users to have a consistent point of contact when 
accessing our facilities� This has enabled us to roster staff in 
various functions with a greater degree of permanency, and 
allowed members to develop a better familiarity and rapport 
with staff�
UOW SPORTS CLUBS
UOW has several sporting clubs that are still very active 
within the community� Some of them participate in local 
or regional competitions as well as provide opportunities 
for UOW students to interact with other students, staff and 
community members� 
UOW Cricket Club
UOW  Rugby Union Club
UOW  Football Club
UOW  Hockey Club
UOW  Badminton Club
UOW  Scuba Club
UOW Frisbee Club
UOW Kendo Club
In addition to continuing to provide sporting and 
recreational facilities to students, staff and the UOW clubs, 
URAC continues to attract major external users to the 
University of Wollongong campus: 
NSWIS
The NSW Institute of Sport offers a comprehensive 
spectrum of support services to elite and emerging athletes 
in their home environment, enabling them to pursue their 
sporting careers with minimal disruption to their family, 
education and employment� The NSWIS is a leading 
high performance sport Institute that provides world 
class coaching, services, and flexible innovative training 
environments� In conjunction with a holistic approach 
to athlete welfare, career and educational assistance, the 
NSWIS supports and develops targeted elite and emerging 
athletes to achieve their highest potential while training 
here at URAC, via contracts for strength and conditioning 
advice and gym/pool access�
FACILITIES
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Football South Coast
As Wollongong’s regional body, and largest and most 
respected football coaching clinic, FSC has developed a 
great working relationship with URAC, where we are able to 
introduce their athletes to all of our facilities, and exposing 
them and their families to the University campus� As well 
as conducting regular football camps during the school 
holidays, FSC has several squads that are coached all year, 
including Wollongong FC representative teams� FSC has 
continued to be a major user of our sporting facilities again 
in 2015 and we look forward to continuing this arrangement�
St George Illawarra Dragons
URAC continued its relationship with the St George 
Illawarra Dragons in 2015� Comments from the conditioning 
staff have been very appreciative of the level of cooperation 
shown by the UOW Landscape staff to accommodate their 
needs, whilst delivering a great training surface� Throughout 
the season the Dragons medical staff utilised the URAC 
Health Club and aquatic facilities for the rehabilitation of 
their players living in the local region� 
NRL All Stars Clinic
St George Illawarra Dragons launched their new-look 
Dragons Active Clinics for the school holidays, with clinics 
on Oval 1� This year, participating children will be given the 
opportunity to partake in skills clinics and healthy lifestyle 
talks� Children also meet some of their favourite Dragons 
players here at URAC�
UBL
Uni Basketball League is affiliated with and a sister branch 
of the BIG BANGS, an international NGO, using the game of 
basketball to tackle youth poverty and social disadvantage� 
BIG BANGS are registered in Australia as a Not-For-Profit 
Charity� UBL represents the Illawarra Region for Big Bangs 
and strengthens the message with the UBL members at 
URAC�
EXTERNAL USERS
Over 2015 a large number of groups used URAC facilities for 
training and competition� The list below is a selection of the 
regular users over the year: 
NSWIS
St George Illawarra Dragons
NSW Football Academy
Football South Coast
Wollongong Wolves
NSW Cup
Illawarra Netball Association
Illawarra Academy of Sport
Illawarra Amateur Football
NSWIS
McKeon Swim Squad
NSW Rugby Union
UBL
UOW College
Disability Trust
MET Illawarra
Mission Australia
New Zealand Warriors
Rhee Tae Kwon Do
Capoeria Academy
Cricket Illawarra
North Wollongong Surf Club
The Illawarra Grammar School
Keira High School
St Mary’s College
Holy Spirit College
St Joseph Catholic High
Edmund Rice College
Figtree High School
Corrimal High School
Smith’s Hill High School
Kiama High School
NRL – All Star Clinic
UOW SPORT
UOW v UWS Clash of Sports
UOW hosted the inaugural UOW v USW Clash of Sports 
in 2015� The idea of the Clash of Sports was discussed and 
based upon the attempts from other universities in the 
metropolitan area to arrange intervarsity competitions with 
limited success�  Between the respective sport managers 
agreement was reached as to how this initiative could take 
place and proposed a format�
The following principles were the basis of the agreement for 
the challenge;
• That student engagement in the event was key to the 
success
• That students needed to drive the event within their 
teams as well as from a management perspective
• That UWS would travel and provide funding towards 
trophy and incidental costs 
• That UOW with the superior facilities would provide the 
best option for the game day venues
• That the event is used to assist teams to build strength of 
sports participation particularly for university games 
• That sports needing assistance to strengthen 
participation and competiveness be included where 
possible into the program
• That the initial selection of sports be limited to 9 - 10 
sports played across a single day of competition
• That the initiative be proposed as an official Australian 
University Sport sanctioned event
To assist with the identification of the day for the athletes, a 
consistent sports uniform was developed for both teams in 
their relevant colours for use by the players – this also was 
seen as assisting to develop the identity of the competition� 
Referees and officials were sourced from both state and 
local sport organisations, first aid arranged, the use of the 
campus-based Red Bull ambassadors to assist in the creation 
of the event atmosphere, and the students themselves 
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enrolling into the spirit of the competition for the benefit of 
all involved�
The competition saw UWS victorious for a final score of 6 to 
4 over UOW with over 300 students across the 2 universities 
getting involved in the event� This promotion of sports 
participation can only be viewed as a valuable tool for 
further student engagement in sports competition for both 
institutions�
2015 EUG – Wagga Wagga
Wollongong finished with four medals on the fourth and 
final day competition at the Eastern University Games in 
Wagga Wagga, and secured 11th on the overall competition 
out of 16 institutions�
 
The UOW Sport 2015 EUG team displayed a high level of 
commitment to their sports teams on and off the field� 2015 
EUG team saw 190 competitors, over 15 team sports�
• 2015 – 11th from 16 institutions
• 2014 - 5th from 18 institutions 
• 2013 - 6th from 16 institutions
• 2012 – 8th from 21 institutions
• 2011 – 13th from 14 institutions 
• 2010 – 15th from 16 institutions
Highlights of the 2015 EUG
Silver Medallists 
• Football - Men’s Division 
Bronze Medals 
• Basketball - Men’s Division 
• Ultimate Frisbee – Mixed Division 
Bronze Medal Matches
• Touch Football- Mixed Division 
• Football - Women’s Division
• Volleyball - Men’s Division
• Volleyball - Women’s Division
Team UOW arrived in Wagga Wagga with some hot 
competition for their ‘Spirit of the Games’ title� Team 
UOW were the recipients of this prestigious award in 2013 
and 2014� Teams must display a high level of dedication, 
performance on and off the field, striving throughout the 
week to have the best and fairest attitude towards their 
chosen sport, competitors and officials� 
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AUG 2015 – Gold Coast
Wollongong finished with four medals at the Australian 
University Games on the Gold Coast, and secured 33rd on 
the overall points tally from 42 institutions� 2 places higher 
than 2014�
The UOW Sport 2015 AUG team showed a high level of 
commitment to their individual teams on and off the 
field� Many UOW teams in major sports were striving for 
promotion into 1st Division, which will see our ranking 
increase on the overall points tally in the future� UOW 
Sport travelled with 130 competitors, including 5 individual 
athletes competing at the athletics track� 11 teams competed, 
with Sean Mullan from Men’s Basketball securing selection 
in the AUS Green and Gold team for his outstanding on 
court performance throughout the week�
Highlights of the 2015 AUG
Silver Medallists
• Football – Men’s Division 
Green and Gold
• Sean Mullan – Men’s Basketball 
Spirit of the Games
• Runners up
Jaime Hart 
Facilities Manager /UOW Sport UTM
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The URAC Health Club and iC health continued to provide 
a diverse range of activities and services to our members 
in 2015, as we endeavored to meet the expectations of 
our members, in the competitive local health and fitness 
environment� 
A major change, and success, for the team was to trial 
the “Team Training” membership in Session 2� This 
membership combined all of our small group and specific 
training sessions such as Swim For Fitness, Boxing, Interval 
Run, Bootcamps and Beast Strength under one inclusive 
membership� This membership was popular for members 
that were training for an event such as Run Wollongong, 
various Aquathons, Ocean swims, and “obstacle” style 
events such as Tough Mudder, and allowed us to streamline 
a membership for ease of access for the member� 
Participation in these events has increased across Australia 
in recent years, and the niche services are now an expected 
part of any Health Club’s services� URAC can now offer the 
member broad access to two Health Clubs, a performance 
training centre, a fully heated Aquatic pool, and the 
expertise and guidance from trained professional staff� The 
value included in our memberships is not comparable to any 
other locally-based Club� 
URAC Income
Total Income: Health and Fitness Programs and Courses
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
$242,000 $244,000 $260,000 $417,000 $444,000
LIFESTYLE PROGRAMS
URAC continued with the previous format of offering 
‘Lifestyle Programs’ until the end of July 2015, at which 
point this range of programs were consolidated into 
the new URAC Team Training Membership� The Team 
Training Membership was introduced in August 2015 
as a strategy to combat the decreasing trend of Lifestyle 
Program participation, and to also consolidate the resources 
behind a number of our individual programs and to offer 
our members a ‘Premium’ membership that included all 
privileges of the Gold Membership plus unlimited access 
to an additional 26 ‘Team Training’ Classes per week 
utilising all of URAC’s world class facilities (URAC health 
club; aquatic centre and the High Performance Training 
Centre in the Sports Hub)� In looking at the trends of 
the industry, members are looking for small group/team 
training sessions aimed at improving performance in events 
such as triathlons; adventure style races, funs runs etc�  as 
well as improving their education on diet, recovery and 
performance training� The Team Training Membership 
offers all of this and the chance to be part of TEAM URAC at 
these community events�  
The “sport specific” sessions include Beast Strength (power 
and weight lifting); Boxing Club sessions; Swim For Fitness; 
Run Interval and many more� We have already had many 
of our Gold Pass members opt to “upgrade” to the Team 
Training membership and the addition of this premium 
membership we hope will continue to rise in it’s popularity 
in the future� 
NEW YOU UOW 90 DAY CHALLENGE
This was another highlight for the team this year, with just 
under 200 participants entering the Challenge, which this 
year provided great improvements and inclusions in its 
second year including: 
• Practical workshops and seminars
• Resident Dietician available for consultations
• Community events (Run Wollongong)
• Free Group Training sessions
We also added a “team” category of the Biggest Loser to 
encourage participants to have a training buddy to help 
motivate and enhance their enjoyment and adherence to 
the program� Our winners achieved amazing results and 
the transformations were inspiring for all staff and other 
members to see� (Further details in the URAC Marketing 
section)
Personal Training
Personal Training sessions conducted 2011-15
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
464 325 515 568 630
 
There was a 11% increase in the number of PT sessions 
conducted in 2015 compared to the previous year, and an 
increase of 44% in income � We removed the 3x30 minute 
Kickstart Pack from our regular products list and only used 
it for special promotions – these short sessions were not 
effective in yielding results for the client and also not very 
valuable for the trainers – instead clients were encouraged 
to take up the longer 60 minute PT sessions adding given 
the benefits for all parties� URAC continues to provide a high 
quality Personal Training with a group of highly motivated 
and professional Trainers� 
HEALTH AND FITNESS
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STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING 
2015 produced a mixed year for S&C with 2 major 
contributing factors� The first factor was the Wollongong 
Hawks (now Illawarra Hawks), who potentially carried 
huge positives to our profile but eventually a huge negative 
to our bottom line� Our team performed professionally in 
meeting the needs of this athletic group and utilising the 
Sports Hub mezzanine area and even received praise from 
Tim Coenraad when he received his Team MVP award� The 
basketball club went into voluntary administration and 
were unable to fulfil their financial obligation to pay our 
services for the 2014-2015 NBL season� This resulted in 
non-payment of our discounted $20,000 service package� 
The club gathered enough financial backing to enter a team 
into the 2015-2016 season however they again lacked the 
necessary funds to pay for our S&C services and facilities� 
The second factor was a strengthening of the relationship 
with Wests Illawarra Swim Squad� Mid-2015 saw the 
implementation of S&C sessions in the Health Club 
twice a week to improve swimming performance, reduce 
overuse injuries and develop better all-round athletes� 
Wests Illawarra Swim Squad continues to perform well at 
NSW State Age and Open swimming meets, with some of 
the squad pushing to qualify for Nationals and ultimately 
Olympic qualifying for Rio 2016�
NSWIS regional athletes continue to benefit from the 
facilities at URAC and the S&C coaching� Hockey, Swimming 
and Wheelchair Basketball athletes received regular 
coaching from the S&C team and Cycling scholarship 
holders occasionally� The majority of these athletes are of 
international standard, and are hoping to gain selection for 
Rio 2016�
HEALTH CLUB VISITS
These declined slightly from 2014, but the monthly figures 
for November and December were down considerably 
mainly due to the Refurbishment that occurred at the end 
of 2015, which resulted in a 4% reduction in visits over the 
whole year� 
GROUP EXERCISE PROGRAM  
Group Exercise is an essential service that continued to 
deliver great results in participation, engagement and 
satisfaction for the members�
Highlights included:
• A professional and outstanding team of instructors that 
are committed and consistent in delivering high standard 
of classes to URAC participants�  
• Introduction of two new classes to the timetable – 
Circuit‘n Sculpt and Stretch-No Sweat� Both classes 
aimed at catering for the time-poor UOW staff member 
on campus�
• Trialling “Women’s Only” classes added to the timetable 
in morning and afternoon timeslots�
• Added more classes at the 6:35pm timeslot to add 
diversity to the timetable and response to community 
members�
• Increased participation in RPM classes, due to the quality 
of equipment and committed and consistent instructors� 
• Maintained numbers in external users, including 
Accommodation Services participating in group exercise 
classes for sport and end of year activities�
• Added Ballet body and Hot Yoga courses in Session 2, 
which were very popular and generated extra income for 
group exercise�  
• Group exercise customer satisfaction survey competed 
in Session 1, With over 200 participants completing the 
survey�
• Conducted two major Group Exercise enagagement 
events - 8th Annual URAC Monster Fitness Class was 
held in August raising funds for the Cancer Council; over 
175 participants and $1,000 was raised�  URAC’s 2nd 
Totally 90’s Fluoro Fitness Party, which attracted over 
75 participants and raising over $300 for Lifeline South 
Coast�
• There was a slight decrease in group exercise 
participants, due to the large amount of competition in 
outdoor group training in the area, particular in early 
morning 6:15am timeslot� 
IC HEALTH
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iC health reached above budgeted income for 2015, with the 
Club establishing itself as a popular Health Club� With the 
Team Training and the Gold membership now including 
access to iC health, this provided more opportunities for 
members to use the Club� The access to parking is a lot easier 
at this Campus and thus provides a good alternative for 
busy periods on campus� We continued to build a presence 
on Campus and its tenants and provide a run of iC Activate 
events throughout the year, including:
• International World Cup Soccer event
• Tour De France
• Team Treadmill Challenge
These events encourage team building as well as increase 
the exposure for the club among these participants�
Visits to the Club have increased by 8�7% after a lot of effort 
in growing the Group Exercise program in 2015� This was 
hugely successful and resulted in a huge 82%  increase in 
class attendance over 2014 (creating 2,000 visits more this 
year)� We have had to increase the number of the senior H4L 
classes on the timetable due to the popularity of the class, 
and the dedicated morning groups continue to grow� 
Claire Rayner 
URAC Health & Fitness Manager
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A number of current and former students were selected for 
representative honours, such as student Flynn Ogilvie and 
graduate Tristan White, part of the Australian Men’s Hockey 
squad, and potentially heading to the Rio Olympics�
The following awards were presented in 2015 for the 
calendar year 2014:
Sportsperson of the Year 2014:  Flynn Ogilvie
University Sporting Blues were also awarded to the 
following student athletes for performances over recent 
years, who were judged to have met or exceeded the high 
standards required on more than one occasion:
• Zachary Ellul (Oztag)
• Kate Davis, Mitchell Hurry (Hockey)
• Talissa Scott (Athletics)
The NAB Sports Scholarship Program continued into its 
29th year, and 14 students received funding within this 
scheme, which is fully funded by the NAB as part of their 
support of URAC and UOW, continuing uninterrupted 
since 1987� As far as we are aware, this program remains the 
longest continuous sponsorship on the campus�
The 2014 Clubperson of the Year was awarded jointly to 
Kate Davis and Holly Warren, and the Club of the Year went 
to the Rugby Club� Colours awards were presented to Ryan 
Kriddle (Cricket) and Shaun McCreedy (Rugby)�
UOW remains part of the Elite Athlete-Friendly University 
Network (EAFU), which works in conjunction with our 
partners at the Australian Institute of Sport (AIS) and 
the New South Wales Institute of Sport (NSWIS) to assist 
student athletes to balance the pursuit of excellence in their 
sporting and academic careers�
Paul Manning 
Executive Director
ELITE SPORT
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2015: URAC’S YEAR OF INTERNATIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT
January:
URAC was the training base for Iraqi Asian Cup Football 
Squad for their pool matches� The team performed very well, 
making the semi finals and finishing 4th�
April:
Site visit of URAC facilities by the Indonesian Minister 
for Youth and Sport, the Hon� Imam Nahraw, and the 
Indonesian Ambassador to Australia, Mr Nadjib Riphat 
Kesoema, with the Indonesian Consul General Yayan G�H� 
Mulyana�
August/September:
The Sports Hub hosted 2 major religious festival events at 
the beginning and end of Ramadan for the regional Islamic 
society, who brought over 1,500 people onto campus for 
prayers and celebration� 
November:
Hosting of the Bradman Foundation U/16 International 
series AUS vs Pakistan T20 match in November, which 
attracted the Pakistan High Commissioner and significant 
interest from local and Sydney based Pakistani community 
members�
Adult learn to swim:
URAC received 100% funding from Royal Life (RLSS) to 
supply 150 adult learn to swim places for UOW international 
students� 
BUPA:
Bupa subsidised 50 places in the Adult Learn to Swim 
Program� Bupa contributed $40 per person with students 
asked to pay $20 towards the program� Bupa also subsidised 
35 x 5 visit passes for Women Only Group Exercise Classes, 
specifically for international students, and purchased 100 
vouchers for 1 hour of court hire� These vouchers were 
distributed to international students by Bupa staff
INTERNATIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT
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UOW FOOTBALL CLUB
2015 was a challenging year on and off the field for UOWFC� 
This year the club went through a rebuilding phase, where 
new relationships were made with old friends to bring back 
some of the old Uni spirit� The Uni spirit was kept alive 
well and truly with the women’s team being re-started, the 
amateur teams realigning, and the grade teams earning 
their place in the 2016 district league competition� This was 
all well supported with some of the ‘Uni Legends’ lending 
a helping hand and setting up for game day and helping out 
where possible�
The financial position of the club is stable, although 
additional spending on coaching staff, field hire, and 
canteen staff did result in a loss of $3,232�50� Getting more 
supporters to games in 2016, and promoting more fund 
raising events will ensure 2016 is a more profitable year� The 
two fundraising events run this year (trivia and games night) 
raised over $2,500� I would like to thank all those involved 
who made them such a fun and successful night for all�
The Master Builders Club was once again the major sponsor 
for UOWFC� We support the Builders Club by having our 
post match celebrations there, together with our major 
functions� I would like to thank the Builders Club for their 
continued support, they have been our ‘home away from 
home’ for UOWFC for the last 15 years�
URAC has been a very important resource for UOWFC in 
2015� They have assisted with the restructure, and been very 
active with promoting UOWFC throughout the university 
community� There are many more opportunities for URAC 
/ UOWFC to assist each other in 2016� Some items to be 
investigated include combining equipment purchasing, 
sourcing volunteers / coaches / referees, contacting Alumni 
and improving Kooloobong� I would like to thank URAC for 
their assistance this year, and we look forward to working 
with them in 2016�   
The on field performance for all teams was interrupted by 
6 weeks of heavy rain� This made it a difficult season for all 
with many catch ups and double headers throughout the 
year� The women’s team (aka Unicorns), finished strongly 
considering it was their first season in the competition� In 
2016 we will look to expand and have two women’s sides 
in two divisions� Two Uni amateur sides won grand finals, 
Unibrewers in Div 4, and Uni Athletic in div 3� Congrats to 
all the players on a great season� The grade sides were under 
plenty of pressure to perform, as FSC were demoting two 
sides from the district league competition� Although none 
of the sides made the finals, they all fought hard to ensure 
the teams continued in the district league competition again 
next year�  
2016 is a year where we need to grow, and continually 
improve the club� UOWFC is a football club with plenty 
of opportunities, and with a combined effort we can all 
make it more successful and sustainable� Creating links 
with junior clubs, to ensure a continual progression of 
players and reaching the wider football community will be 
a good challenge for next year� Improving the facilities at 
Kooloobong and fundraising for improved lighting will also 
assist in making the club more attractive and successful�   
Thank you, to all players, coaches and volunteers who have 
put in their time to making the UOW Football club the great 
club it is�  
Murray Doyle 
President
UOW HOCKEY
Season 2015 was another outstanding year for the University 
of Wollongong Hockey Club� 
Off the field we made a change to our Major Sponsor, moving 
back to Wiseman Park Bowling Club after 12 years at the 
TC� The change proved popular with a number of well 
attended social events as well as drinks and meals after 
games and training on Thursday nights� I am confident that 
our relationship with Wiso’s will continue to grow into the 
future� 
I would also like to thank Physical Therapy, Diskray and 
FHE for their continued support� 
The addition of new uniforms was a big job for our 
committee early in the season, giving all senior players a $50 
uniform package which include a playing shirt, polo shirt, 
shorts/skirts and socks� I believe we are the best dressed 
club in the Illawarra and would like to thank everyone who 
contributed with the planning and distribution of these 
uniforms earlier in the season� 
We had a number of players represent Illawarra, NSW 
and Australia again in 2015 and we continue to develop 
outstanding players through our juniors� In January, Heath 
and Flynn Ogilvie and former players Simon Beaton and 
Kurt Ogilvie did us proud representing Australia at the 
FIH Indoor World Cup� In May, one of our bright young 
stars Callum Mackay toured Europe with the Australian 
schoolboys� In August, it was great to get down to the 
Australian Country Championships at Unanderra to watch 
Kate Davis play in the NSW girls team and Nick Jennings, 
Jo Plumb, Alex Mackay and Chris Whitehall play in the 
NSW Men’s team� Once again in 2015, it was great to see 
Flynn Ogilvie and Tristan White represent the Australian 
Kookaburras, and it was great to have Tristan play the 
season with us and have Flynn play when he was in town� 
Both these young men are great ambassadors for our club 
and the sport and on behalf off the club I wish them all the 
best for selection to next years Olympic Games in Rio� 
Our juniors had a great season under the leadership of 
Pat Preeo� Watching the juniors play and train this year 
was a pleasure, and I would like to thank all the coaches 
and managers of the teams who gave up their time to help 
develop the future of our club� We also had some with the 
Under 13’s and 15’s winning the premiership�
In the women’s, we had 5 teams play, with 3 teams making 
the Semi Finals and 4th grade going down in their Grand 
Final� A big thanks to Kate Davis who did a fantastic job 
as women’s co-ordinator and all the people that helped 
with the coaching and umpiring� Our 1st grade team did 
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well to make the semis, finishing the year strongly, but 
unfortunately we went down 1-0 in the minor semi to 
Avondale� 
In the men’s a big thanks to Tim Windsor who did an 
outstanding job as men’s coordinator managing 7 teams� 
In 2015 we teamed up with Fairy Meadow to form the 
Uni Falcons 1st grade team, this gave 6 of our players an 
opportunity to play 1st grade hockey and the experience 
they gained was fantastic� The Uni Falcons did have an effect 
on our lower grades with only 3rd grade making the GF, 
unfortunately going down to Albion Park� We were however 
able to win our 8th 1st grade premiership in a dominate 
1st half performance, with Heath Ogilvie the hero with 3 
first-half goals� Well done to everyone involved in that team, 
especially Nick Jennings did a great job as player coach and 
it’s a credit to all the boys for all the hard work they put into 
their training� 
I would like to thank everyone involved in the University 
of Wollongong Hockey Club for all the good times and look 
forward to seeing you in 2016� 
Matthew Davis  
UOW Hockey Club President 
UOW RUGBY UNION CLUB
In was another satisfying season for the University Rugby 
Club�
On the field for the senior club, the Colts won back to back 
premierships under the coaching of Lee Tanks and Geoff 
Devitt� Firsts came oh so close losing to deserved winners 
Avondale in the Grand Final� Seconds lost the Final to 
eventual premiers Camden, from a seemingly unbeatable 
position� Thirds lost to eventual premiers Vincentia in the 
Final� Second in the club championships by the barest of 
margins�
In the juniors the U15s were grand finalists and the U13s 
finalists�
There were many reasons for the Club’s success in 2015� 
The Board worked effectively to provide the off field support 
for our diligent and professional coaching staff to deliver for 
all our teams from 1sts to U7s� 
The match day canteens for both seniors and juniors were 
very popular with home and away crowds and for the seniors 
one of the highlights was the home game after-match get-
together and meal at the Sports Lounge organised by our 
“Canteen Ladies”�
Of course, it would be remiss of me not to acknowledge the 
support we received in 2015 from our 19 sponsors, regardless 
of their level of support� All of these sponsors have been 
acknowledged regularly on our playing and training strips, 
in our weekly newsletter, the Mongrel, on our website, at our 
home ground and at all of our social events�
Dr. Bob Wheway 
President
UOW BADMINTON CLUB
• Coordinated two successful club tournaments in both 
Autumn Semester (40+ registered competitors) and 
Spring Semester (40+ registered competitors)
• Coordinated inaugural team tournament (30+ registered 
competitors)
• 109 registered financial members
• On average 40+ members attend weekly badminton 
sessions hosted on Friday and Sunday� 
• Coordinated club BBQs, Club Dinners and chaired AGM 
meetings�
• UOW Badminton Club members participated in various 
state tournaments�
UOW Badminton Club members achieved placing in state 
tournaments�
Mandy Li 
President
UOW CRICKET REPORT
The season was a difficult one off the field but I think a 
successful one on the field� We increased the number of 
teams this year to six senior teams in the Illawarra Cricket 
Association competitions, which is positive but it put a 
further financial burden upon the club� 
It was another season where the carrot of some support 
from the University has come to naught plus the loss of our 
major sponsor prior to the season start� It wasn’t a great 
start having to chase around for a major sponsor, which 
ultimately cost a substantial amount in lost revenue� 
On field we reached the finals series with four of our 
six teams with only one progressing to the final but 
unfortunately no trophies� We made the finals of the 20/20 
competition in 4th grade but again missed out� 
Our first grade team wasn’t consistent enough and lost some 
games that they should have won and missed the finals� 
There was a number of stand out performances especially 
Andrew Page’s batting (winning the ICA first grade aggregate 
and Best & fairest Cricketer trophy) but loss of some key 
players from the previous season and injuries during the 
season didn’t help� The stand out performance was second 
grade that made the semis and should have gone on to the 
final� Third grade again finished in second position but also 
lost in the semis� Fourth grade was very competitive with 
Whites and Blues making the top 8 with the Blues going on 
to contest the final� 
The club executive, Pembo, Ryan, Bob and coach Carter 
greatly assisted myself in keeping the club going forward 
and dealing with the off field side of things� I must give a 
big thanks to Tim Carter for his 3 years at the helm of the 
club on field; we were extremely lucky to pick him up as 
club coach and his dedication this year especially after he 
relocated to Sydney was most appreciated� He could have 
resigned but that is not Tim� 
Our scholarship program again bore fruit with 12 players 
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being awarded club scholarships made available through 
donations from past players and Dr Bob� Without that 
assistance our scholarship program would not exist� 
The relocation for after match functions to the Tennis Club 
whilst not the best financial outcome has been appreciated 
by all the players which has seen big numbers at post match 
functions�
Turnover of players has again been high, but that is the 
nature of a University club, every year we find some surprise 
players, not only with ability but dedication to the game� 
Playing cricket becomes a valued part of the University 
experience and thankfully we have a number of seasoned 
players to provide stability year on year�
A notable performance highlight for the season was Andy 
Thorne taking his 900th wicket for the club in the final 
for the Blues� Andy started playing for Uni in the 79/80 
season and has played every season since then� Andy played 
four seasons for Tech prior to starting with Uni, Tech 
club folded at the end of 78/79 season� There are no Tech 
records available to obtain Andy’s statistics over those 4 
years but at a district level there is records kept on bowlers 
taking more than 25 wickets in a season� We cannot find the 
records for his first season but for the next 3 seasons Andy 
featured in the district statistics so I can confirm Andy has 
taken at a minimum 1001 wickets in the IDCA in 41 seasons� 
Congratulations Andy, the first player in IDCA to take 1000 
wickets� 
Next season Mitch Calder will take over as Head Coach 
which no doubt will bring a new perspective to the club� 
Mitch has for several seasons been Tim’s assistant� 
Financially we have to balance the books and that will be 
the executive’s role next season� What that means will be 
presented at the next AGM for members to vote on�
Once again thanks to the club executive for assistance over 
the season and we are on the look out for new blood to come 
onto and contribute at the executive level�
Bruce Tosswill  
UOWCC President
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CONTACT 
INFORMATION
urac.com.au
facebook�com/uowurac
twitter�com/uow_urac
Instagram�com/uowurac
Tel: +61 2 4221 4700
Fax: +61 2 4228 9233
Reception Hours:  
6�00am to 9�00pm (Monday to Friday) 
9�00am to 5�00pm (Saturday and Sunday)
Written Enquiries
Paul Manning
URAC Executive Director
University Wollongong
NSW 2522 Australia
